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Abstract. We report an experimental analysis of a structure induced by a Nd:YAG laser
embedding the sodium 5S1/2 excited state in the ionization continuum. The induced structure
is probed from the ground state via a one-photon ionization. The experiment is performed on
an atomic beam apparatus which uses a time-of-flight spectrometer for energy analysing the
emitted photoelectrons. The selectivity of this technique provides the best measurement of a
laser-induced resonance in the photoionization spectrum reported to date. A good agreement is
found between the theory and experimental results.

1. Introduction

During the past three decades the study of quantum-mechanical interference between
transition amplitudes into the atomic ionization continuum has been a field of great interest.
Excitation of a discrete state embedded in the continuum provides a suitable example of
such a process; in this configuration the interfering atomic paths are the direct decay into
the continuum and the decay via the discrete state. Autoionization is the best known
phenomenon of this kind in atomic physics [1]. However, more recent theoretical studies
[2, 3] have shown that the embedded state can be induced by a strong electromagnetic field
(dressing field) which couples a bound state into the continuum. In this more active scheme,
the coupling strength via the external field is chosen at the discretion of the experimentalist.
This process has been named the laser-induced continuum structure (LICS) [4–6]. The
resonant change produced by the LICS scheme on the atomic susceptibility can affect
several processes involving transitions into the continuum, such as optical absorption and
birefringence of the medium, harmonic generation and multiphoton ionization [7–11]. More
recently, LICS investigations have been extended to describe atoms that exhibit intrinsic
continuum structure due to autoionizing states [12, 13].

Laser-induced birefringence and dichroism have been observed by using a polarization
technique [14–16] and have provided an accurate, although limited, test of theoretical
models. Observation of the total ionization rate as a function of the probe frequency provides
the most direct evidence of the LICS quantum interference process in the continuum.
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Figure 1. Atomic energy levels and transitions of the sodium atom
involved in the LICS process. The Nd:YAG field (ωd ) couples the 5S1/2
excited state with the ionization continuum. The dressed atom is probed
by the ωp-field which ionizes the 3S1/2 ground state via a one-photon
transition. The induced resonance appears in the photoionization spectrum
as a Fano profile near the two-photon resonance condition1 ' 0.

Unfortunately, recent photoionization LICS experiments have been hampered by poor signal-
to-noise and weak modulation depths (limited contrast), rendering comparison with theory
difficult. A quantitative understanding of the LICS structure has the potential of leading to
new applications, such as the selective control of the photoabsorption products. This has
recently been demonstrated in the context of the photodissociation continuum [17].

In this paper, we present a generally applicable experimental scheme which provides
improved sensitivity and consequently, an analysis of a LICS structure probed in the single-
photon ionization spectrum of sodium atoms. Figure 1 shows the atomic energy levels and
transitions involved in the current LICS scheme. An intense Nd:YAG laser (ωd ) is used to
embed the 5S1/2 state in the ionization continuum. The dressed atom is probed by a tunable
ωp-field which ionizes the ground state via a one-photon transition. The induced resonance
appears in the photoionization frequency spectrum as a Fano profile near the two-photon
resonance condition,1 = ωp−ωd −ω5S,3S' 0. The experiment is performed in an atomic
beam apparatus equipped with an electron spectrometer to analyse energy and detect the
photoelectrons. The selectivity of this detection system results in a substantially improved
measurement of the LICS resonance for a comparison with theory.

2. Theory

The following is a brief review of the theory used in the present analysis of the LICS
resonance; for an extensive treatment of the dynamics the reader is referred to [4–6].

The basic process involved in our experiment can be described using a density matrix
formalism. By denoting the atomic populations of the 3S ground and 5S excited states as
σgg andσee, respectively, and defining the two-level coherence asσge = σ ∗eg, the equations
of motion can be written as,
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Here 0g and 0e are the ionization rates of the two levels,γ = √
0g0e, q are the Fano

parameters of the transition and1′ is the frequency detuning including the AC-Stark shifts,
αId , which is proportional to the dressing laser intensity in our experimental conditions:

1′ = 1− αId. (4)
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The coherence dephases, due to damping effects of ionization and laser fluctuations, are
given by,

0eg = 1
2(0e + 0g +1ωp) (5)

where, following the phase diffusion model,1ωp is the laser bandwidth (FWHM). A1ωd
term is not included since the dressing field is assumed to be a single-mode coherent pulse.
In our experiment,0g is small compared with the0e term in equation (5), since the probe
field is perturbative. Furthermore,0e is of the same order of magnitude as the remaining
bandwidth term. For our atomic beam apparatus, coherent dephasing terms, due to the
atomic collisions, are assumed to be negligible and are not included in equation (5). A
comparison with the experiment is achieved by averaging the solutions of equations (2),
(3) over the Gaussian interaction volume since the ionization rates and AC-Stark shifts are
spatially dependent.
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up. The axis of the TOF tube is perpendicular to the page. The laser
fields are linearly polarized along the TOF axis. The photoelectrons are detected by the MCP
detector, whose output is amplified (AMP), shaped (CFD), and then sent to the discriminator
(DISCR). A variable delay gate generator (IMP) permits the rejection of background counts.
The injection seed monitor signal vetoes ionization events obtained from laser pulses which are
not properly injected.
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3. Experimental apparatus

The experimental set-up is schematically shown in figure 2. The vacuum system is
a differentially pumped atomic beam apparatus consisting of an oven and interaction
chambers. The former is pumped by a diffusion pump and contains an oven source
where metallic sodium is vapourized; the latter chamber is evacuated by a turbomolecular
pump and contains the electron spectrometer. The effusive atomic beam is collimated to
about 15 mrad by a skimmer separating the two vacuum chambers which is heated to a
temperature of 250◦C in order to prevent vapour deposition. The laser beams are focused
into the interaction chamber between the first two field plates of the time-of-flight (TOF)
spectrometer, intersecting the atomic beam 30 cm downstream from the oven outlet. In the
interaction region the atomic beam has a cross section of 0.8 cm and an estimated atomic
density of 1.9× 109 cm−3 for an oven temperature of 310◦C.

The drift axis of the TOF spectrometer is perpendicular to both the atomic and laser
beams and operates as an electron energy analyser in the range of 0.1–10 eV. The flight
tube is a 35 cm long, 5 cm diameter gold plated, copper cylinder. The spectrometer has
three molybdenum disks (field plates) which permit the application of weak DC-extraction
fields for efficient charge collection. The interaction region is defined midway between
the first two field plates which are separated by 1 cm. The electrons exit the interaction
region through a 2 mmdiameter aperture in the upper plate and then after transmission
through a second aperture in the third field plate, enter the flight tube. Shielding against
the Earth’s magnetic field is provided by a coaxial,µ-metal cylinder which encloses the
flight tube and the interaction region. The electrons are detected at the end of the flight
tube by a microchannel plate (MCP) assembly. The electron pulses are amplified (AMP)
and shaped by a constant fraction discriminator (CFD). The discriminator can be inhibited
by an external trigger gate (IMP) which permits the rejection of electron events that do not
reach the detector within a fixed temporal window. This feature has been used to prevent
energetic background electrons from saturating the counter. The electron’s flight times are
recorded by an 8-bit, time-to-digital converter (TDC) which has a resolution of 1 ns and a
10 ns dead time. A fast photodiode (risetime� laser duration) illuminated by the dressing
field is used to generate the TDC’s start pulse.

The laser system has been described in detail elsewhere [15]. The dressing beam at
λ = 1064 nm which couples the sodium 5S1/2 excited state with the continuum, is generated
by aQ-switched Nd:YAG laser. A second Nd:YAG laser pumping a dye laser is used to
produce tunable light aroundλ = 234.7 nm for probing the LICS structure. This radiation is
produced by sum frequency generation,ωp = 2ωdye+ωir , whereωir is the YAG fundamental
andωdye is produced by the dye laser operating nearλ = 602.3 nm. The repetition rate of
the laser sources is 10 Hz. The' 10µJ, 4 ns probe pulse is focused into interaction region
by a quartz lens of 500 mm focal length. The temporal profile of the dressing laser is well
approximated by a Gaussian shape with a duration of 11.4 ns FWHM. The dressing pulse
energy is varied by rotating aλ/2 plate before a Glan polarizer (GP). The dressing laser is
focused by a 1000 mm focal length lens.

A 128-element photodiode array, with 25µm spacing and 2.5 mm height, is used
to measure the intensity profile of the two laser beams and their spatial overlap in the
interaction region. The probe intensity at the focus has a Gaussian shape with a radius
1rp = 90 µm (FWHM); from this we estimate a peak intensity of 27 MW cm−2 for a
pulse energy of 10µJ. The dressing laser intensity in the focal spot has a slight elliptical
shape and produces a mean focal spot size of1rd = 280µm. The resulting peak intensity
is 0.92 GW cm−2 for a 10 mJ pulse energy. The spatial superposition of the two beam
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is checked with the photodiode array by observing the beam reflections from plate (P) in
figure 2. The plate is removed during the data acquisition process to avoid systematic
misalignment due to dispersion. The overlap is checked several times during the data
acquisition since small misalignments may be introduced by frequency tuning the nonlinear
crystals used for generating the probe beam.

The dressing and probe beams intersect at an angle' 0.5◦ which defines an interaction
length of' 2 cm. Electronic synchronization between the Nd:YAGQ-switches assures
the temporal coincidence of the two laser pulses in the interaction region. Both beams are
linearly polarized along the TOF axis in order to maximize the induced structure and the
electron collection efficiency.

The two Nd:YAG lasers are injection-seeded oscillator cavities. The transform limited
bandwidth of the dressing radiation is approximately 40 MHz. The bandwidth of the probe
field is 2.8 GHz which is limited by the bandwidth of the dye emission. Analysis of the
system shows the existence of pulse-to-pulse fluctuations due to bad matching between
the Nd:YAG cavities and the modes of the injection seeders. Consequently, we monitored
the effectiveness of the injection seeding, in order to discard pulses that were not properly
injected. In fact, we find that these pulses have a higher bandwidth and a modulated intensity
envelope which result from the beating of several longitudinal cavity modes. Moreover, the
lack of proper seeding produces a delay in the formation of the laser pulse that compromises
the temporal synchronization between the probe and dressing pulses.

4. Experimental results and discussion

The absorption of the probe photon (λp = 234.7 nm) by the sodium atom produces a free
electron with 143 meV (1150 cm−1) of kinetic energy. Figure 3 shows a typical TOF
electron spectrum obtained in the presence of the probe field alone. The peak labelled
Na is due to the ionization process Na+ h̄ωp → Na+ + e−. The background counts are
due to photoemission induced by scattered UV photons reaching the surface of the TOF
electrodes. The flight time of these electrons only depends on the accelerating potential
applied between the TOF collecting electrodes. In fact, variation of the position of the laser
beam along the spectrometer axis does not produce any energy shift of this background
peak, this is in sharp contrast to the behaviour of the atomic ionization events. This strong
background appears as a narrow line in the electron energy spectrum and, consequently,
can be easily discriminated from the atomic photoionization peak. This is in contrast to
what happens when using the mass spectometry configuration for the TOF spectrometer. In
fact, in that case the photoextracted electrons, accelerated by the TOF potential, give rise to
electronic impact ionization in the atomic beam; as a result, the photoelectric background
cannot be discriminated from the atomic process. This is the main reason that led us to use
the electron energy spectrometer configuration.

The LICS process appears as a resonance structure in the ionization signal produced by
varying the probe laser’s frequency around the Raman resonance1 = 0. In figure 4 we
plot the frequency dependence of the ionization ratio,r, defined as the ionization counts
in the presenceof the dressing field divided by the ionization counts in theabsenceof the
dressing laser. In this manner, the ratio eliminates systematic variations of the probe field
intensity during the frequency scan. The majority of the background photoelectrons are
eliminated during the data acquisition by sending a gate signal (IMP) to the TDC’s inhibit
input which selects the proper time window around the Na peak of figure 3.

Besides the small remaining tail of the surface emitted photoelectrons, the other source
of background counts results from the ionization induced by the dressing field alone. This
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Figure 3. Electron TOF spectrum observed in the
presence of the probe field alone. The peak labelled
Na is due to the single-photon ionization of the sodium
ground state. The source of the background counts
is discussed in the text. The number of acquired
laser shots is 1000. The experimental conditions are:
oven temperatureT = 300◦C (atomic densityn =
1.2× 109 cm−3), Ep = 10 µJ (Ip = 27 MW cm−2).

Figure 4. The LICS resonance observed in
photoionization. The ionization ratio,r (see text for
details), is plotted versus the frequency detuning1 of
the probe laser. The number of acquired laser shots
per point is 1000. The experimental conditions are:
oven temperatureT = 310◦C (atomic densityn =
1.9× 109 cm−3), Ed = 19 mJ(Id = 1.75 GW cm−2),
Ep = 5 µJ.

Table 1. Atomic parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value Reference

5 S cross section σ5S(ωd) 5.15× 10−20 cm2 [18]
3 S cross section σ3S(ωp) 1× 10−19 cm2 [19]
Fano parameter q 3.7 [15]

contribution is one order of magnitude smaller than the observed process and can be
eliminated by subtracting the counts of an electron spectrum obtained with the dressing
field alone. This background may be ascribed to multistep ionization of the dimer Na2 due
to the dressing field. We did not observe an analogous contribution due to the probe field.

The experimental data reported in figure 4 are the main results of the present work.
The LICS profile has been obtained with a dressing pulse energy of 19 mJ, corresponding
to a peak intensity of 1.75 GW cm−2. The oven temperature isT = 310◦C (atomic
density n = 1.9 × 109 cm−3) and the probe energy isEp = 5 µJ. Using this probe
energy and the ionization cross sectionσ3S(ωp) listed in table 1, we estimate an undressed
ionization probability of' 0.7%. Under these conditions the LICS resonance attains a
maximum contrast. The lineshape in figure 4 is strongly asymmetric, showing a clear effect
of ionization suppression in the region of negative detunings due to the coherent trapping
of atomic population. The maximum in the ionization ratio corresponds to an enhancement
greater than a factor of 2 over the undressed atom.

Furthermore, the LICS resonance is shifted by about 1 cm−1 due to the AC-Stark shift
induced by the dressing laser.

The full curve in figure 4 is the theoretical curve obtained by solving the equations of
motion, equations (2) and (3). The curve which includes the effects of the focusing geometry
is produced by averaging the theoretical ionization probability in the plane transverse to
the optical axis. No averaging is necessary in the direction of the laser beam since the
detected electrons are collected from a 2 mm long slice (defined by the input aperture
diameter of the TOF spectrometer) which is small compared with the confocal parameters
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of the beams. The calculation also assumes Gaussian temporal envelopes derived from the
measured widths. Nevertheless, we find that the pulse envelopes only have minor effects
on the predicted dynamics and using a lineshape based on an analytical solution for flat
pulses causes only a slight difference from the calculated one. Spatial Gaussian profiles
are assumed for both beams, with the widths given by the photodiode array measurement.
The coupling coefficients are determined by the ionization cross sections reported in the
literature (see table 1), while the value of the Fano parameter for the induced resonance is
adopted from the previous experiment [15]. The only atomic parameter which is not known
a priori is the AC-Stark shift parameterα induced by the dressing field on the 3S–5S
resonance frequency. This has been treated as a fitting parameter in our calculation. A
second fit parameter,1y, accounts for the geometric error introduced in our measurement
by the spatial mismatch between the two beam foci. The curve presented in figure 4 was
obtained using1y = 110µm andα = 125 rad s−1 (W cm−2)−1. The fitted value,1y, is
less than the measured focal spot1rd = 280µm of the dressing laser. The value obtained
for α is close to the AC-Stark shift of a weakly bound excited state in the low-frequency
limit which would be purely ponderomotive (1.6× 102 rad s−1 (W cm−2)−1).

5. Conclusions

We have presented an experimental analysis of a LICS structure observed in the single-
photon ionization spectrum of sodium atoms. The experiment was performed on an atomic
beam apparatus using an electron energy spectrometer to detect the ionized electrons. The
selectivity of the experimental set-up has allowed a substantial improvement in the evidence
of the LICS resonance. A good agreement is found between theory and the experimental
result.
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